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Advancements in psychiatric research are yielding significant opportunities to improve

and specialize therapy options. Oftentimes, therapy for psychiatric patients falls into a

redundant cycle without much attention given to the individual needs of each patient.

We know this needs to change, and we’re more than equipped to take charge. At

Worldwide, our experts are skilled in the creation of tailored solutions that work for

patients, clinicians, and regulators. Our diverse teams come with a wealth of

knowledge and decades of experience, making us one of the leading CROs in

psychiatric research.

Successful psychiatric trials can be rendered elusive through subjectivity, inexperience,

and complexities surrounding neuroscience. To safeguard success and the

highest-quality data, our teams ensure that each study has:

● Innovative methodology and solutions direct from our experienced experts

● Achievable timelines for feasible completion

● A balanced design when approaching our studies’ endpoints

● Rater Training to ensure stability for data analysis

● Up-to-the-minute monitoring for enrollment targets and outcome milestones

● Input from diverse trial groups within our wider therapeutic teams

Over the past 30 years, we have created a dedicated team of over 2,500 experts in

over 60 countries. Our geographical outreach is like no other, enabling us to draw in the

best talent and experts to participate in your study.



Technological support from various vendors is crucial to create and adapt the right tech

solutions for a safe and efficient trial. Patient safety is our top priority and we look to

mitigate risks at every corner. Our world-class facilities, such as our fully-equipped

bioanalytical laboratory in Austin, Texas, allows for quick and easy access to our

clinical pharmacology unit in order to quickly process samples. Our facility set-up like

this one makes for safe, smooth-sailing through every clinical phase.

We’re well-versed in strong regulatory relationships and know how vital they are to your

study’s success; we’re here to help bridge the gap between these institutions and your

study. We have a firm grasp on the difficulties of navigating the neuroscience

indication. Combined with our unrelenting desire to advance research, we are

consistently ready to adapt and pivot to stay on track to your success. With our proven

track record, advanced technology, and global network, you can feel confident that

entering a partnership with Worldwide is entering a realm of focused dedication to the

success of your study.

Nowhere else will you find the unparalleled expertise, abundant knowledge and

uncompromised strategic planning and care provided at Worldwide. For nine

consecutive years, Worldwide has been recognized and awarded many CRO

Leadership Awards. As a midsize CRO, we care deeply about the quality and timeliness

of our study results. With us, you can trust that your study will not get lost in the sea of

trials at larger organizations.


